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The Society has a current membership of mainly
junior pupils who displayed great enthusiasm and
who were rewarded for their loyalty with one of the
best years yet in the history of the Society.
The year’s activities began with a trip to the movies
to view the newly-released film “Amelia” based
on the life of Amelia Earhart. This refreshing old
fashioned film effectively tells the story of her ﬂying
career up until her mysterious disappearance in the
Pacific. Plenty of good ﬂying sequences, many of
them filmed in South Africa, made this an enjoyable
way to while away a few hours munching popcorn.
The next outing was to an aviation expo at
Gallagher Convention Centre which was probably
better suited to those directly involved in the
industry but which, notwithstanding the absence of
real aircraft, provided insights into the wide range
of aviation-related activities that are represented by
companies in South Africa.
Some members attended an air rally that had
Kittyhawk airfield, east of Pretoria, as its start and
end point. This provided for mixed fortunes as the
ﬂights that had been pre-arranged as part of the
“Young Eagles” programme, did not materialise due
to the congestion arising from the rally. Nevertheless,
the boys were able to see a range of light aircraft
ﬂying and so this was not a wasted trip.
The Society was back at Kittyhawk a few weeks
later when an opportunity presented itself through
the kind offices of a parent, to go ﬂying in an Alouette
II helicopter. This ex French Army classic chopper
dating from the 1960s, has wonderful visibility from
all seats and was a real treat for all the members who
were able to make the afternoon excursion. Dr Bruce
Foulis, the owner of the helicopter, was most generous
in giving of his time (and fuel) to provide us with
ﬂights over the picturesque area around Boschkop.
Later in the year, Dr Foulis again ﬂew groups of boys
including a few who sneaked a second ﬂight.
An activity which has become something of a
tradition within the Society and a firm favourite
among its members is the gliding afternoon at Orient
Airfield. Although it is now a number of years since
Dick Bradley had a son at Boys High, he continues to
facilitate this opportunity by arranging for gliders,
pilots and a winch operator. For the majority of
boys this is the first time they have been exposed
to this type of ﬂying which is exhilarating from
beginning to end: from strapping of a parachute to
the rapid acceleration and climb associated with
winch launches to the serenity of ﬂight without an
engine and the bumpy return to earth. As always,
a good afternoon of ﬂying that depended on team
work to try and give everyone a turn (although one
unfortunate remained earthbound!)
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A group of members at the Rand Air Show
Flying in an Allouette II helicopter at Kittyhawk airfield.
Another group of excited boys lift off in the Allouette.
Members are treated to a ﬂight in Dr Frans Volschenk’s Cessna
303 Crusader at Wonderboom.
5. Gliding afternoon at Orient Airfield near Magaliesberg village.
6. Aspirant Boys High pilots try their hand on the Hawk simulator.
7. Being shown the finer points of the Hawk trainer at AFB Makhado.
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After an absence of a few years, the Society joined
the large crowds who attended this year’s Rand Air
Show which showcased most of the aerobatic teams
and ﬂying acts on circuit in South Africa at present.
For a number of years now, the Society has toyed
with the idea of undertaking a trip to South Africa’s
only fighter base at Makado, just outside Louis
Trichardt. This year, through the kind offices of
an old boy and past member of the Society, Major
Peter John Norden, we were able to undertake this
somewhat ambitious venture. Leaving directly after
school one Thursday afternoon in October, we spent
the best part of six hours driving to the northern part
of Limpopo Province to the huge base that lies in the
south of the Soutpansberg. Arriving after dark, the
incredulous gate guards wanted to know how we
could be undertaking a school trip in the middle of
a teachers’ strike!
Having gained admission to the base, the boys
were shown to their billets (in the base recreational
hall) for the next two nights by two lieutenants, both
newly qualified as aircrew: an old boy who had just
been recognised as the top student at the Central
Flying School and an attractive young lady who is
currently the only female navigator in the fighter
line. The boys were told to expect an inspection at
05.00 the next morning and one individual (who
shall remain nameless) took this seriously and set
his alarm for 04.30, much to the chagrin of the rest
of his mates! However, we are getting a little ahead
of ourselves: the first night at AFB Makhado was
meant to show us some of the Hawk trainers doing
night ﬂying. Unfortunately this was cancelled at
short notice and instead we were given a series of
lectures at 85 Air Combat School on the function of
this unit in training fighter pilots and also shown a
typical briefing and debriefing for a training sortie
using state of the art software. The pilots were all
dressed in their ﬂying overalls complete with call
sign names, giving a real “Top Gun” atmosphere,
much to the delight of the boys.
The next morning (when some had arisen earlier
than others in anticipation of an inspection) the
boys were marched in true military style, down
to the Warrant Officers mess for breakfast. Some
small measure of drill discipline had started to
become evident by the time the “raw recruits”
were marched back to the bus for the start of the
day’s activities. This began with a return to 85
Air Combat School for presentations on the role
of the base; the SAAF’s part in the World Cup
and elementary aerodynamics in the trans-sonic
zone. During one of the breaks we were treated
to a pair of Hawk trainers being started up in the
revetments followed by one of them giving us a
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special low level pass undertaken entirely for our
benefit. Later in the morning, we were taken to
the servicing unit that maintains both the Hawk
and the Gripen aircraft. The chance to se the latest
military hardware up close was a real treat, and
the technical crews patiently answered a myriad
of questions from enthusiastic Society members.
Afer lunch there were further rare opportunities
when we were taken to the training facilities for the
Hawk trainer and the Gripen fighter. Some boys
were lucky enough to ﬂy the Hawk simulator but it
was the extremely realistic Gripen simulators that
provided the most memorable experience on the
trip. So realistic is the graphic representation of the
moving scenery around the cockpit that anybody
not holding onto something solid was guaranteed
to topple over as the aircraft was ﬂown on a low
level sortie through the Soutpansberg range. The
Gripen simulators are housed with 2 Squadron,
the “Flying Cheetahs” and we were given talks on
the history and role of South Africa’s sole fighter
unit. Unfortunately being a Friday afternoon, we
were unable to see one of the sophisticated jets in
its revetment.
On the morning of our departure, we returned
to the main entrance of the operational area of the
base, partly to see the Cheetah fighters parked there

as gate guardians and also to thank Major Norden
for almost single handedly having set up the visit
and for acting as a guide during most of our time
on the base. We certainly hope to return to Makado
one day.
On our return road trip to Pretoria, we made a
slight detour off the highway to Polokwane Airport.
Our attempts to set up a guided tour beforehand had
failed and we called in on the off chance of seeing
a few aircraft of interest. Apart from a very smart
new terminal building (with no air traffic anywhere
in sight) we were only able to see the remains of old
Boeing 727s that are gradually being stripped for
parts to keep others ﬂying in Africa.
Back at school, our only guest speaker of the year
was from a local ﬂying school presenting a talk on
the various ﬂying licenses and the attendant high
costs. Unfortunately the latter often puts a damper
on the aspirations of those hoping to learn to ﬂy.
Our aviation general knowledge quiz consisted of 80
questions, each based on visual clues. The contestants
found it tough going although the results were
surprisingly good. The book prizes were sponsored by
the Experimental Aircraft Association (Chapter 322)
with the three winners being Grant Kingon (1st); Shaun
Pieterse (2nd) and Peter Rayner (3rd). All three boys
received their prizes at a Friday assembly.

Aeronautical Society

Front Row L–R: D de Wet, O Legari, M Delaney, J Nel (Chairman), L Badenhorst, P Chirapurathu, P Volschenk.
Second Row L–R: C Pitsi, S Pereira, R Barlow, D Taverner, G Kingon, D Botes, B Maier.
Third Row L–R: C Herman, S James, D Dlamini.
Back Row L–R: Mr Moodley (Teacher-in-Charge), K Stratford, C Herbst, J Dehlen, Mr J Illsley (Teacher-in-Charge).
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1. You’re in the Air Force now (#1). Not ready for inspection.
Fortunately. Major Peter-John Norden (on the left) the past
Aeronautical member who arranged our visit to AFB Makhado,
wasn’t too phased!
2. Time to block ears: a Hawk trainer powers up.
3. You’re in the Air Force now (#2). Learning to march during the
visit to Air Force Base Makhado.
4. End of the Makhado visit: members with a Cheetah fighter now
relegated to being a “gate guard”.
5. The group that undertook the trip to AFB Makhado near Louis
Trichardt in the far North.

5

At around the same time as the Aeroquiz contest,
the Master-in-Charge was delighted to accept
an award for his founding and running of the
Aeronautical Society at an EAA Awards Dinner in
Johannesburg.
The penultimate excursion of the year was to the
CSIR where Dr John Monk kindly showed us the
UAV programme and the various wind tunnels.
This was a fascinating outing for those with a more
technical interest in the science of aeronautics.
Because this was a short excursion, it was decided
to add a bonus item to the afternoon by way of a
talk on the vintage Aeronca C3 being rebuilt in the
garage of the master-in-charge and pulled into the
driveway for the purpose of explaining the finer
points of this diminutive 1935 trans-Africa veteran.
The year ended on a high, so to speak, with a
great afternoon at Wonderboom Airport as the
guests of Pretoria Flying School and a parent, Dr
Frans Volschenk. Needless to say, the highlight
was the chance to ﬂy in Dr Volschenk’s Cessna

303 Crusader. Two groups were ﬂown over the
Pretoria CBD (including PBHS) and the third
went to Hartbeespoort Dam. Each boy had been
given, on arrival at the Flying School, a checklist
booklet and was able to run through the checks
for real at various points in the ﬂight making this
a truly educational exercise. This coupled with the
refreshments that were so generously provided
as well as the chance to spend a few hours on an
active airport, all made for a wonderful end to the
year for our members.
With the regular master-in-charge otherwise
occupied for most of this year, the majority of
activities were arranged and run by Mr Mervyn
Moodley to whom we extended a very special word
of thanks at the end of the year. The Society also
wishes to extend sincere thanks to Dr Bruce Foulis
(helicopter ﬂights); Mr Dick Bradley (gliding) and
Dr Frans Volschenk (ﬂight at Wonderboom).
JW Illsley
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Angling Club
The Angling Club this year has experienced signs of
revival. The renovation of the Angler’s Den and the
enthusiasm of boys have signalled the start of a new
season for the club.
The highlight of the year has to be the weekend
trip that we undertook to Rust de Winter Dam in the
Limpopo province. On arrival at the dam, the boys
were eager to set up camp and their rods for that
all important first cast of the day. Some of the more
senior boys in the group landed a few nice fish. That
evening the boys shared fishing stories around the
camp fire as we prepared dinner which consisted of
meat, meat and some more meat. As we settled in for
the night we prepared our rods for that elusive giant
catfish. Enjoying the tranquillity of the star scattered
skies, some intrepid angler pushed through into the
early hours of the morning, determined to land a
monster, while others, worn out by an exciting day of
fishing, called it a night. Early the next morning, lures
were rigged and hopes were high to catch a few more
fish. The trip was a wonderful break away and it goes
without saying that we were all sad when the time
came for us to pack up and head back to Pretoria.
Amongst other activities undertaken during the
year the Angling Club enjoyed an afternoon visit to
Pretoria Country Club, where we managed to catch
some large mouth bass and catfish. CJ Havemann,
an old boy of the school currently completing his
masters in zoology, addressed the club on the art
of ﬂy tying and shared some helpful tips with the
boys. A definite highlight for me this year was to see
the excitement generated at Loch Armstrong: boys
shared their stories of the fish that they had caught
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1. Thean Ras, Martyn
de Jong making the
most of a day at Rust
de Winter. (large
mouth bass from L–R:
2kg, 1,7kg and 2,5kg)
2. Night fishing at its
best. Martyn de Jong
landing a decent size
catfish.
3. Dylan Neser
experiencing what
Loch Armstrong has
to offer.

3

and (of course) released back
into the Loch. I trust that the Angling Club will grow
from strength to strength as we learn to enjoy and
conserve the wonderful waters that we fish.
J Webber
MIC

Angling Club

Front Row L–R: K Gartland, S McCallum-Brown, M Esteves, Mr J Webber (Teacher-in-Charge), J Penney, H Chong, J Dehlen.
Second Row L–R: I Salie, L Homann, M Saib, A Malan, B Pretorius, B Santos.
Back Row L–R: J Froeling, M Malan.
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In 2010 the Bridge Club at Pretoria Boys High has
valiantly and, with great determination not to “lie
down and die”, persevered. Each time I thought
we had played our last hand, the truly stalwart and
committed members persuaded me to soldier on. For
this – and for the survival of the bridge club – I thank
our matric members, Chen-Wen Hsu (Chairman),
Kevin Lai, Alex Calamas, Yuan-Chih Yen and Sibusiso
Masters. We wish them well in the future and we
hope they will return to visit often. The Bridge Club
is like a small family and I shall miss them all.
Though we lost the Inter-High Tournament
to Pretoria High School for Girls after a winning
streak of five years, we went down fighting and still
managed to win the trophy for the best pair with

Kevin Lai and Chen-Wen Hsu taking top honours
with an excellent score. The School Championships
were held in September and were won by YuanChih Yen and Joshua Coetzee.
Full colours were awarded to Chen-Wen Hsu,
Kevin Lai and Yuan-Chih Yen. Half Colours were
awarded to Ari Nicolaides, Alex Calamas and Joshua
Coetzee, who will carry the mantle of Chairman next
year. I hope, with his determined effort, to revitalise
the club and build up the membership. We have a
fair number of juniors at present and we shall begin
to grow the club with them and hopefully a slew of
new recruits in the new year.
Helene Donaldson (MIC)

The Bridge Club
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Bridge Club

Front Row L–R: K Lai, A Calamas, C Hsu (Chairman), Mrs H Donaldson (Teacher-in-Charge), Y Yen, D Pillay, S Masters.
Second Row L–R: H Crouse, R Appana, A Nicolaides, G Waldeck, H Chong.
Back Row L–R: J Coetzee, F Raw, D Qi.
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Business Club
2010 has been the best year in the short history of
the Business Club, with outstanding achievements
by many of our members. Our members achieved
their best ever results in the nationwide JSE/Liberty
Life Investment Challenge.
JSE/Liberty Life Investment Challenge is a simulated
share trading competition where teams of four are
given one million Rand to invest in listed companies
on the JSE. The team with the highest return on their
million Rand investment wins the competition.
We had the best ever performance by a Pretoria
Boys High team (PBHS Ayoba Traders). Its members
were Sakhe Mkosi, Alexander Johannes, YuanChih Yen and Ruben Mpanya and they finished 2nd
overall in the nationwide JSE Investment Challenge.
These boys grew their R1 000 000investment and
by the end of the six month competition had an
investment worth R1 671 000 (a 67.1% return in half
a year!). As a prize they received R2 500 each, as well
as for their school and mentor. They also won the
JSE Investment Challenge for the month of June and
received R500 each.
Another Pretoria Boys High team (PBHS JD
Partnership) finished 3rd overall in the JSE/Liberty
Life Investment Challenge. Its members were Jan
de Lang Venter, Daniel Tshimbombo, Thapelo
Masilela and Emil Rademeyer. There was some
intense competition between their team and PBHS
Ayoba Traders with the positions changing hands
several times. PBHS JD Partnership grew their R1
000 000investment and by the end of the six month
competition had an investment worth R1 650 000 (a
65% return in half a year!). As a prize they received
R2 000 each, as well as for their school and mentor.

They also won the JSE Investment Challenge for the
month of August and received R500 each.
These two teams were invited to the JSE to attend
the awards ceremony. The Master of Ceremonies
was comedian Loyiso Gola and the boys mixed
with teams from across South Africa. All the teams
were given monopoly style money to use in a blind
auction and the Boys High teams showed they could
think on their feet by pooling their money with other
schools to bid for prizes. Our teams won a cell phone
and R5000 worth of SATRIX shares.
Several of our members were awarded with full
and they are as follows:Sakhe Mkosi, Alexander
Johannes, Yuan-Chih Yen, Daniel Tshimbombo, Jan
de Lang Venter, Thapelo Masilela and Kyle Dodds.
Recipients of Half colours: Jeremiah Tlokotsi, Neels
Mboya, Shannon Dalton and Simnikiwe Ngelanga
I would like to thank Joachim Lubbe and Dane
Viljoen (Old Boys matriculated 2007) for their
service to their school. The passion and knowledge
that they share with members of the Business Club
has born fruit this year. I am confident that this solid
foundation will sustain the Business Club in the
years to come.
Our departing Chairman Kyle Dodds and his viceChairman Daniel Tshimbombo deserve special praise
for their leadership over the past two years. In their
tenure the Business Club has grown exponentially
and achieved some outstanding results. They leave
behind a legacy to which our remaining members
can aspire.
Jaydon Kelly
Master in charge: Business Club

Business Club

Front Row L–R: J Tlokotsi, C Ellinas, K Dodds (Chairman), Mr J Lubbe (Mentor), D Tshimbombo (Vice-Chairman), S Dalton (Secretary), S Ngelanga.
Second Row L–R: E Braga, R Mpanya, G Ioannou, G Schulze, C Craig, H Maserumule, C Cornwall.
Third Row L–R: N Mboya, S Mkosi, A Johannes, Y Yen, J Venter, M Mahao, K Mabilo.
Back Row L–R: Mr J Kelly (Teacher-in-Charge), C Kyriacou, A Ioannou, F Fischer.
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With the rest of South Africa, the chess players at
Boys High will also remember 2010 as the year of
the soccer ball, but true to their strategic nature, they
will also remember it as the year when we kicked off
with the ladies! The social chess with Girls High in
the beginning of the year set the right atmosphere
for the activities that followed: the National Chess
Tournament at Grey College, the D4 Chess League
for Secondary Schools and, of course, all the InterSchool matches and events.
As far as the D4 Chess League is concerned, both
the U19 and U15 team finished 3rd in their respective
groups, causing them to just miss the D4 Play-offs.
The most memorable chess activities remain those
encountered between the boys of the school: The
Allen Harding SWISS allows for individual combat,
whereas the Inter-House Chess Leagues provide
an opportunity for the Houses to merge their skills
and challenge each other. Hearty congratulations to
the Houses that obtained the top positions in this
League:
First 4 positions of the Senior Inter-House
Chess League:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Arcadia House
Sunnyside House
Abernethy House
Matheson House

with
with
with
with

Congratulations also to Sakhe Mkosi who earned
the Chess A-team trophy for outstanding performance
throughout the year. Sakhe also won the School
Chess Championship for the second consecutive
year. The B-team trophy for the best performance in
the U15 team was awarded to Sung Eun Park, also
for the second consecutive year. Full Colours were
awarded to Bruce Liu (F3 Town House) and Ronk
Hwang (F3 Hofmeyr House). Half Colours were
awarded to Matthew Byrch (F5 Sunnyside House),
Sakhe Mkosi (F5 Arcadia House), Sung Eun Park (F2
Armstrong House), Dayeh Qi (F2 Town House) and
Emilio Singh (F2 Town House).
The pleasant end-of-year braai was rightfully
clouded by moments of heartache when we said
goodbye to the Form 5s and the very capable 2010
Chess Committee: Sakhe Mkosi (Chairman), Matthew
Byrch (Vice-Chairman), Gaolese Moroeng, Emil
Rademeyer, Frederic Raw and Alex Johannes. May
you, on your paths ahead, be enriched as you, in like
manner, enriched us with your vigour and loyalty.
Ba
H Baptiste
Teac
Teacher-in-charge

33 points
26½ points
21½ points
20½ points

First 4 positions of the Junior Inter-House Chess
League:
1. Abernethy House
with
31 points
2. Town House
with
28 points
3. Armstrong House
with
23½ points
4. School House
with
16 points
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3

4

1. Mrs Baptiste giving final instructions before the commencement of the Inter-house Chess League.
2. Xandro da Silva, Michael Volschenk, Paul Wombo and Sung Ean Park, all from Armstrong House, have reason to smile – they eventually won
the Junior Inter-house Chess League. Joost Froeling (on the right-hand side) is desperately trying to soften the blow.
3. Sung Eun Park, Board One for the school's U15 Team, in deep thought on strategy!
4. End of the Makhado visit: members with a Cheetah fighter now relegated to being a “gate guard”.
5. Willem Cronjé of School House, taking the lead during the Senior Inter-house chess League.
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Front Row L–R: G Moroeng, M Byrch, Mrs H Baptiste (Teacher-in-charge), S Mkosi, F Raw.
Back Row L–R: D Qi, W Collings, H Mijburgh, D Thomas.
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The computer gaming club still stands proud as
one of the largest and most active clubs at Pretoria
Boys High. Club members have to make a long term
commitment in terms of two afternoons of dedicated
game play per week. The object of these sessions is
to identify and field the strongest possible teams
during the following year in the external Mind Sport
South Africa On-line League.
During the 2010 season Pretoria Boys High School
was represented in the external Mind Sport South
Africa League by one team. This did however not
impact negatively on the levels of enthusiasm and
intensity with which both the internal and external
matches were contested.
Having come to the virtual end of the 2010 game
play season I have to thank the unsung heroes (the
Internal Game Administrators) who work tirelessly
behind the scenes to make it all possible. A huge
debt of gratitude is owed to each and every of these
individuals who sacrifice so much of their time and
invest so much of their energy in ensuring game
play happens on an ongoing and organized basis.
They endeavour to set an impeccable example in

order to further the ends of the sport.
We plan to maintain our level of involvement in
the MSSA League during the 2011 season. To this
end internal ranking matches continued unabated
up until the last game play day.
It was the second year that internal tournaments
were run in both CounterStrike and Warcraft
– DoTA. Provision is made for two individual
tournaments per year for each of the games
currently being played. These tournaments were
hotly contested with the winners being awarded
the Computer Gaming Club ﬂoating trophy which
was graciously donated by Luke Lindner, the 2009
club chairman. These tournaments have become a
fixture in the Pretoria Boys High School Game play
calendar.
The following individuals have been elected for
2011:
Chairman
Joshua Coetzee
Vice-Chairman
Matthew Lombard
Karen Stenos
MIC

Computer Gaming
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Computer Gaming Club

Front Row L–R: D Pillay, R Boshoff, C Swan, G Hessel (Chairman), B Cox, S Masters, J Coetzee.
Second Row L–R: G Waldeck, S Cohen, M Lombard, M Keevy, J Lee, N Dlamini.
Third Row L–R: K Stenos (Teacher-in-charge), J Froeling, H Feather, D Qi, R Appana, H Chong.
Back Row L–R: F de Gois, J Mahwehwe, A Malan, T Cherry, A van Diggelen.
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Creative Writing Club
Schooling is seldom about creativity or honouring
the imagination. The critical voices of State and
School have become internalized for most. Therefore,
writers are continually in the process of negotiating
creative space with these voices. Those with a
passion for writing can not do without the activity
and feel deprived when they are unable to engage
in their passion – crafting words, phrases, sentences
and paragraphs.
Writing as an activity has everything to do with
reconciliation. We re-member (as opposed to dismember) our stories and in doing so we reconstruct
and reconnect our lives. Writing is powerful
medicine: we write and the process of writing
changes us irrevocably.
A writer has to be two-faced in the best possible
sense of the word. He needs to direct his attention
towards the social, economic and political realities to
name but a few, but he also has to direct his attention
inwards to examine his own psychic responses
towards what transpires in the world around him.
In the words of Henry Thoreua: “Some record only
what happens to them; but others record how they
happened to the universe.” Through writing we
each take responsibility for our own story.
It is a writers or poet’s obligation to name the
unnamable, to point out frauds, to take sides, to
start arguments, to shape the world and to stop it
from going to sleep! Writing is therefore, contrary
to popular belief, not a civilizer as it deals with our
most basic instincts. As such the work produced
by the club can be taken as a barometer of what is
happening in society at large.
It has once again been a full and productive year
for the Creative Writing Club. We now have two
major showcase evenings per annum. The first of
these is the Poetry Appreciation Evening held on the
11th of March 2010 in the Battissphere. The theme of
this evening was LIFE. This event is fast becoming
a fixture in the Boys High calendar. The evening

was exceptionally well attended by family, friends
and well-wishers alike. A black and white theme
lent luster to the event which was opened by Mrs.
Amanda van Zyl in her capacity as Head of Arts
and Culture. Her message was a striking one in as
far as she impressed on the boys the fact that hard
work and talent alone does not guarantee success
in the Arts; that what is required is an absolute, all
consuming passion for what one does. She went on
to explain that it is the obligation of every writer,
irrespective of genre, to comment on societal ills.
The second of these events is the Poetry and Drama
Evening which took place on the 20th of July 2010 in
the Abernethy Hall and was entitled SYNERGY. This
event is a new addition which we plan to make an
annual event. The aim of this evening was to foster
collaboration between different clubs and societies
at Pretoria Boys High. The works performed on
the evening were produced by the members of the
Creative Writing Club. One piece from each club
member was also performed on stage by members
of the Drama club. Haiku poems produced by
the Creative Writing Club were forwarded to
the Photographic Society whose members had to
capture images based on the poems. The resultant
photographs, of outstanding quality, were also
exhibited on the evening. One of these images went
on to win an online photographic competition later
in the year. This winning photo was produced by
Marco Ferreira. This was also the first major event at
the school attended by Mr. Reeler after his arrival. It
was a truly memorable evening for all involved.
The departure of the 2010 Form V’s will definitely
leave a void but we are confident that the club will
go from strength to strength in 2011.
Chairman 2011: Christopher Araujo
Vice-Chairman: Hieronymus Crouse
Karen Stenos
MIC

Dr Trebot Barry
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Creative Writing Club

Front Row L–R: M Cohen, C van Bergen (Chairman), K Stenos (Teacher-in-charge), B Cox (Vice-Chairman), K van Staden.
Back Row L–R: H Crouse, D Thomas, W Collings.

Ode to an Autumn Leaf
There I was, happy and free,
grown on my favourite branch
on my treasured tree.
Nights were short, days long.
All around echoed the forest’s song
Of brothers and sisters I lacked not.
All lived in harmony, content with our lot.
It was too good to last.
All good has to end.
Frozen winter left our tree aghast;
some problems can not mend.
Colder and colder it became
and we withered and threadbare.
Singly we descended to moulder.
Hieronymus Crouse
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My Land, my Land

All We Need is a Good War

A glowing red blaze of light
Appears over the horizon
Buffaloes scatter
As he predator approaches

Wavering politics
Clouded loyalties
Is this what we deserve?
Crying children
Hateful ignorance
Is this what we deserve?

The African horn calls
The vuvuzela roars
Streets find life again
As they are trampled by pedestrians
A baby dead
A bullet wound protrudes from its head
Her child’s future
The grieving mother will never see
As the guilty shamelessly ﬂee
The sun burns high
On the traveller’s head
As he wanders the African deserts
Passing cacti after cacti
He keeps walking
A pink sunset
Sinks below the horizon
The tired sun
Goes to sleep for the night

Wasted currency
Corrupt saviours
Is this what we deserve?
A failed policy
A violent move
Is this the answer?
A breaking needle
A jaded school
Is this the answer?
A loan for sports
Bribing the criminals
Is this the answer?
No … What we need is a good war.
Neil van Bergen

This is my home
This is my land
And whatever words you may have against it
I’ve got only five words for you
I am a proud African

Stygian

The man is inspired and ventures south. There, he
hears deathly news. This news make him think of
synergy in a whole new light.

Look at the stygian river,
The colours merge sickly together and cold.
Ferry man, please take me over,
Thou shalt be paid with mine silver and gold.

Winford Collings

Caleb Rodewald
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The Journey of a Chosen Coin
Awakening comes slowly; eyes slowly open into this bright area
Machinery, noise, strange pale beings.
You get picked up by one; you see the acne on his chin,
You smell the bellowing smoke coming from his mouth,
Glass like balls roll as he looks at you, “what is this?”
He smiles and puts you into a container with many more,
They all look as confused as you, “what is this?”
You feel tired, you can’t handle it; all goes black.
You awake; there are many pale being around you, wearing odd garments.
They don’t notice you, but you notice them.
A miniature pale being walks towards you with a smile,
“Run! No!” You can’t, you don’t have legs.
It lifts you up, “Mommy, Mommy! Look what I found!”
Thrusting you into the air, another pale being smiles and turns away.
You are put in a dark area with strangely wrapped, sweet smelling objects bigger than you.
What is all of this?
You awaken as you are ﬂying through the air,
The Area has changed, no longer are there pale creatures, but more of a home for the pale creatures.
You land in a glass container, what will happen to you now?
You notice that other beings such as yourself are there again.
No longer confused, no, different from before
They know what they are, what you are and why you are there.
Relief ﬂoods your metallic body, you seem at peace.
“I know what this is” you say 1000 years later.
“I was chosen as a 2 cent coin!”
Your smirk fades as you are melted down.
Brendan Cox

The Depression
Dark corners sweep the street of its security.
The street lamp sways its head as if it is a god applauding its creatures.
The road is hallow and reeks of sweat, blood and tears.
The alleyways are stoned, broken and weep with musty air.
The mist paints a picturesque portrait that makes men weep in sorrow and pity.
Frightened men crawl into the darkness, into their fears.
Light colour fades from the ferocity in their humble eyes.
In our eyes it’s clean, dainty and pretty.
When you look closer it’s shallow, heartbroken and raged with pity.
Matthew Cohen
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The Debating Society has made significant progress
in 2010. The newly formed committee was bursting
with fresh, innovative ideas on how to restore
the society to its former levels of prominence and
success. Two goals which were set for the year were
to improve the organisation of the society’s affairs as
well as to place an increased emphasis on training all
members. Both goals were achieved with reasonable
success.
An attendance register was instituted at the
beginning of the year, which documented our
weekly Friday meetings in Pollock Room 2. An
initial training session was held in February at the
University of the Witwatersrand (WITS). This was
a worthwhile experience, as we were addressed
by some of the province’s most accomplished
debators.
A further goal, set by our chairman, was to reach
the provincial rounds of the society’s primary
competition, the SACEE (South African Council
for English Education) debating league. This was
the highlight of the year for the society, as this goal
was achieved with remarkable success. Our junior
team (consisting of Mitchell Black, Lizo Masters
and Tlhogi Mosuwe) performed exceptionally
well, being placed at the top of their league group.
Unfortunately, they could not participate in the
provincial rounds due to logistical reasons. Special
mention must be made of Philip Immelman, the
society’s most promising Form 1, who proved
extremely committed to the society and could be
counted on to fill in when needed.
Our senior team (consisting of Keamo Konopi,
Frederic Raw, Pearson Pretorius, Avikar Maharaj,
Michael Leask, Robbie Beckwith, Aristides
Nicolaides and Mike Mpanya) also progressed to the
provincial rounds of the SACEE competition. After
two gruelling days (a Saturday and Sunday no less)
of debates, we were placed thirteenth out of thirty
schools – a fine achievement. The senior team also
participated in our traditional Model UN (United
Nations) competition, where we represented the
United States of America. At this event, we discussed
various issues relating to the use of nuclear power.

Valuable experience was gained by everyone. Both
our teams also enjoyed a challenging exchange with
Grey College, who travelled up from Bloemfontein
during the year.
Later in the year the society attended a specialised
training. Furthermore, Frederic Raw and Mrs
Georgiades were trained in the intricacies of
adjudication. The society also organised the school’s
Inter-House debating competitions. Arcadia won
the junior competition, while School House won the
senior competition.
The 2010 debating calendar culminated in the
annual society dinner. This year the dinner was held
at Java Coffee Shop in Lynnwood Road, where some
interesting observations were made, and fun was
had by all.
Towards the end of the year, Frederic Raw and
Keamo Konopi were awarded Full Colours for their
service to the debating society. In addition, Pearson
Pretorius, Robbie Beckwith and Michael Leask were
awarded Half Colours for service.
I would like to thank Mrs Georgiades for her
consistent leadership of the society this year, and
for her passionate support in favour of our teams.
She helped us immensely by taking care of the red
tape, and was always willing to share her opinion
on matters which came up for discussion during
the year. She also gave up a lot of personal time
to accompany us on our various escapades. Her
sacrifice is greatly appreciated.
I would also like to thank our chairman, Keamo
Konopi, who led the society with fire and instilled a
great sense of commitment and pride in its members.
He has a great intellect, which will benefit the society
next year as he takes up the reins again. It has been
a pleasure to work alongside him. Good luck to next
year’s committee – may you push the society to even
greater heights. I hope that our aspiring juniors will
follow the example set by the seniors and continue
to use the opportunity to learn the art of debating, a
valuable skill in today’s world.
Frederic Raw
Vice-Chairman
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Debating Society

Front Row L–R: M Leask, R Beckwith, K Konopi, F Raw, N Ali.
Second Row L–R: Mrs L Georgiades, L Mosuwe, A Nicolaides, A Maharaj, R Appana, R Hoekstra, J Lee.
Back Row L–R: K Snaman, C Tavares, J de Gois, M Mpanya, P Immelman, J Froeling, D Slogrove.
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Drama Club and Fantasy Wargames Society
Drama Club
Last year, Ms van Zyl asked me to take over the Drama
Club. I enthusiastically agreed, not really knowing
what was expected of me. Nevertheless, we convened
in the Hall every Wednesday afternoon, and I must
say, I learned as much, if not more, as the boys.
When I first met with the boys and we introduced
ourselves, we were all strangers to each other; all
novices; all reluctant to open up. But that is the
beauty of the stage and of acting: it allows us to hide
behind a mask for a while, play a specific role until
we feel comfortable enough to let some of ourselves
shine through and inﬂuence the part – to give it
depth and meaning, and to touch others. By the end
of the year, all of the masks had started slipping off
and we became comfortable enough with ourselves
and each other to just be.
We started off with comedy – a humorous re-telling
of the Battle of Troy, which the boys thoroughly
enjoyed! Next up was the collaboration of the Drama
Club, the Writing Club, the Photographic Society and
the Film Club in producing an evening of story-telling,
unlike anything the school had ever seen before. It also
happened to be in the term that Mr Reeler officially
started his headmastership at Boys High. Some of
the poems we performed were light-hearted, others
serious and some quite dark. Nevertheless, it was a
novel idea to combine the clubs’ and societies’ work
and it was an evening well spent!
Throughout the year, we did various things like
learning to do “Horror make-up”, fake cuts, wounds,

Melissa Müller
Teacher-in-charge

Fantasy Wargames Society
The Fantasy Wargames Society is a society that allows
the more fanciful members of the school to ﬂourish.
From enacting massive battles between battalions of
elves and dwarves to simulated duels between wizards
of immense power, the games these boys play require
imagination and strategy of the highest order.
One major component of the society is tabletop
gaming. This includes games such as Warhammer:
40 000 and Warmachine. Imagine a large table,
decorated with miniature scenery such as trees and
ruined buildings, and populated with figurines
representing everything from human soldiers and
tanks to nightmarish monsters engaged in battle.
Little wonder that the more imaginative boys are
drawn to these tests of skills and strategy. Marshalling
our generals this year was Daniel Esterhuizen, who
did a sterling job of both running the wargaming
tournaments and teaching new members the ins and
outs of this complicated game.
The second important facet of the society is card
gaming. This is represented mainly by Magic: The
Gathering, although other card games are played on
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gashes, etc. We watched movies and discussed the
acting styles, we did impromptu pieces, practised our
improvisation skills and worked on stage techniques
– voice projection, what not to do with your hands,
how to include the audience and the like. In between
all of this, there were of course also the Inter-House
plays and the Annual production, which the boys
got involved in with heart and soul. There again, we
had stories from across the spectrum – African folk
tales, satires, dramas and so forth.
Our Wednesday afternoon meetings were
wrapped up with an excursion to Mimmo’s in
Brooklyn, where we enjoyed a leisurely lunch
together and reminisced about the year. Francois
van Straten, on the previous Wednesday, had given
his farewell speech. Being in matric, and with the
upcoming examinations, he could not join us on
the last day. His speech was honest, from the heart
and very moving. He said that he had found in the
Drama Club a family, a place to belong and he will
think of us all fondly every year, when he will be
busy pursuing his dream of acting.
I must agree with Francois, our Wednesday afternoon
crowd became a “sort-of-a-family”, and the Drama
Club a place where we could not only learn things about
acting and about ourselves, but also a place where we
could have fun, laugh, escape and enjoy.
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an ad hoc basis. Magic is a true test of both creativity
and strategy, as participants must use the cards
available to them to construct a deck that is capable
of measuring up to their opponents’ creations. In
addition to weekly sessions with prebuilt decks,
the society also ran two drafting tournaments,
opportunities for the boys to acquire more cards
and play with the latest and best. These tournaments
were so well-received that they will definitely be a
staple of the society for the foreseeable future.
The support, dedication and enthusiasm that the
boys involved in Fantasy Wargaming have showed
this year gives me great faith that the future of the
society will be bright and successful. I was privileged
to have shared in the fun and imaginations of these
boys for another year, and I sincerely hope that
I will continue to do so for the rest of my time at
Boys High. To my fellow adventurers in the realm
of imagination, I salute you.
James Page
MIC
Page sponsored by Francois van Straten
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Historical Wargames
Fight hard! Earn respect!
With our fifth consecutive Junior Protea, Boys High
had high expectations of Greg Laycock when he
set off with the national team to participate in the
World Championships. The International Wargames
Federation’s European 13th Individual World
Championships was played in Athens, the capital
city of Greece, during the European spring.
After intense preparation, which included a test
match against the best of Greek wargamers, our
team finally came to face the toughest wargamers in
the world. It came as no surprise when the event was
won by Niilo Kalakoski from Finland, runner up at
the 2009 Washington DC World Championships.
But what did surprise everyone, was that the Bronze
Medal went to a South African, Colin Webster,
and our Greg Laycock was crowned Junior World
Champion. Greg’s achievement is even more
notable for the fact that he came fourth overall,
defeating players many years older than himself.
Having proven himself, Greg is certainly a strong
candidate for the team to compete in the 2011 World
Championships in New Zealand.
What is a wargame? This is a question which is at
once easy to answer and very complex. A wargame
is simply a game simulating warfare. The wargames
(note, one word) we play are highly analytic,
mathematically based games. Although re-enactments
are very popular and aimed at achieving historical
outcomes, this is not suitable for competition play.
Our games pit historically asynchronous armies from
around the world against each other. Tactics follow
historical prototypes, but in the end, it is a game of
skill and ability and better players are expected to

In front of the Parthenon on the Acropolis:
L–R: David Vannucci, Colin Webster, Paul Jooste, Greg Laycock, Jason van
Wyngaardt, Carl Holliday
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achieve better results. Armies are built on historical
prototype lists, to a nominal size, which then compete
against other armies using similar conventions. Our
club plays in the Ancients period, from 400BC to
AD1500. In our club we currently have several Roman
armies, Chi'n Chinese, Ghruid, Free Companies and
Akkadian. These armies are built with 15mm figures
and models, some players prefer to buy ready-painted
armies.
PBHS had a busy year in 2010, with our first away
trip to Potchefstroom in February. Our new boys
were up to standard and joined in a weekend of
wargame fun. The event was hosted by Potch Boys
High, and as usual we had a lot of spontaneous
interest, especially in the Board Games. Our Connor
Humphries caused quite an upset when he beat
several senior players to win a Bronze Medal.
PBHS hosted several events this year, most
notably Gauteng Schools and SA Schools. We were
proud to host schools such as Grayston Primary,
St Albans, Parktown Boys and Jeppe Boys. The SA
Schools’ event was especially rewarding as it was
the first event at which PBHS hosted a computer
gaming LAN at the same time as figure and board
games. Benjamin Williams and Greg Laycock of
our boys received re-awards of Provincial School
Colours. It was disappointing that none of the LAN
events were won by PBHS boys.
The Historical Wargames Club has certainly done
more than its share to contribute to PBHS’s trophy
count for the year and continue to dominate schools
wargames in South Africa and the world.
Carl Holliday

The winners:
L–R: Panos Skandalis GR Aztec Silver; Niilo Kalakoski FIN Pictish Gold, Colin
Webster RSA Ptolemaic Bronze, Gregory Laycock (jnr) RSA Ghurid Gold
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Hiking Club
Every year the hiking club plans and books a few
hikes for the year. These hikes usually take place
during the holidays and in 2010 we embarked on
two major hikes and a short day hike. The two major
hikes were the Magoebaskloof Hiking Trail and the
Giant’s Cup Hiking trail. The short hike was the
Tswaing Crater Trail just outside Pretoria.
Tswaing Crater Trail
The club’s members met early on the Sunday morning
and we left for the crater in the school’s combi. The
Tswaing crater was formed by a meteorite that hit the
earth 40km north of Pretoria around 200 000 years ago.
1
“Tswaing”
means salt pan and it refers to the salty
water at the deepest point of this 100m deep crater. It
is almost perfectly round and 1km in diameter.
We invited the parents to join us for this outing.
The trail skirts the rim of the crater and then descends
down to the lake. In the crater the climate was
different with almost no wind and high humidity.
The trail took approximately two and a half hours
to complete and is 7,5km long. After the hike we
braaied together in the Nature Reserve, planning
more great hikes for the year and sharing interesting
information about this amazing place.
Magoebaskloof Trail
In the first week of the winter holidays we tackled the
picturesque
Magoebaskloof. This four day trail was
2
also a relatively easy walk for the beginner hikers in
the group. The trail is a circle route in indigenous
and pine tree forests and provides breathtaking
views of the valley. The first day was extremely
short (1,5km) and we reached the hut early enough
for an afternoon nap.
The second day was very misty but as soon as it
cleared, we were able to discover the beauty of the
landscape. On the trail there were many cold rock
pools which provided us with lots of fun. The trail
passes through a stand of massive blue gum trees –
the tallest in South Africa. Every night we slept in
well
kept huts and really had a good time! We even
3
listened to the World Cup opening match on one of
our phone’s radio. What an experience!

4
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Giant’s Cup Trail
Ten boys and two teachers left school on the Thursday
morning at the beginning of the October recess to start
the long drive to Giant’s Cup in the central Drakensberg
area. Indeed, the drive was longer and much slower
than we anticipated and we eventually reached our
destination at about 21:30. We then had to search for
the mini-lodge for half an hour before we could finally
unpack and have a very overdue braai-supper at the
Sani Pass Backpackers Lodge. In true hikers’ traditions
we were soon asleep and got up early to start what
we love to do – hike! The first day’s hike ended at the
Pholela hut, which is an old sandstone farmhouse still
well equipped and well kept.
These mountains were inhabited by San Bushmen
until the 19th century, but we were not able to find
any paintings in the caves.
The second day didn’t start well as we got lost
(even with a GPS) in the overwhelming landscape.
The second night was spent at the Mzimhulwana hut
and the third night we slept at the Winterhoek hut.
The trail had many rock pools to swim and refresh
in even though they were ice cold.
On the fourth day we hiked up Black Eagle Pass
and then walked on top of the mountain about
2000m above sea level for most of the day. At this
high altitude we found no water and a lot of wind!
We descended in the afternoon towards the Swiman
hut which was once a forester’s house.
The scenary in this part of the Drakensberg is
magnificent with large sandstone formations and
boulders dominating the landscape. The fresh
mountain air and water refreshed us all after a
tedious semester!
The next morning we unfortunately had to leave
but the early breakfast at the Wimpy was a good end
to a great trip!
Once again, we made fantastic friends and spent time
with two great role models in the hiking club, namely Mr
Badenhorst and Mr MacDonald. We all look forward to
even greater heights in 2011! We are sad to say farewell
to Paul van den Bergh who led our club this year and
wish him only the best for the future.
Stephan Dreyer

“Never a bad time to MXIT” – Giant’s Cup Trail. Banele Mkwanazi, Vassili Kyriazis,5 Philip Immelman
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Unforgettable

Cornelius Smit

(inspired by the Magoebaskloof hike in 2010)
Memories, thoughts in my head,
A sleeping bag, torch, rolling around in my bed.
Steak, oats, a hiking sock
The rain outside a ticking clock.
A campfire, no warm shower,
A stable as a hut with no power.
Between mist and the trees I can see
That in fact it’s a privilege to be me.

1

The forest an eerie misty world,
Like a story that only in books gets told,
My legs and shoulders are burning
As with every step more of myself I’m learning.
At times a gruelling hiking path,
A cold … cold river bath.
Meandering river, waterfall,
Together we answered nature’s call.
It’s a special place here under the stars
Away from the noise and the cars.
Fellowship and pine needle tea,
T’is here I am finally free.
2
1. “Gorillas in the mist” – 1st hut – Magoebaskloof Trail. Back: Ross
Coetzee, Stephan Dreyer, Quintin den Hartog, Andrew Jones, Tiaan
Ras, Martyn de Jongh, Robert Els. Front: Philip Immelman, Mr
Smit, Mr MacDonald, Robert Focke, Grant Kingon
2. “Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil” – Magoebaskloof hike.
Martyn de Jongh, Tiaan Ras, Robert Els
3. A quiet moment before the last day’s up-hill slog. Stephan Dreyer, Mr Smit
4. Fresh faces – 1st hut – Giant’s Cup Trail. Back : Willem Pauw,
Banele Mkwanazi, Philip Immelman, Jacques Ehlers, Mr
MacDonald, Phillip Ric-Hansen, Vassili Kyriazis. Front: Andrew
Jones, Paul van den Berg, Mr Badenhorst
5. “Are we there yet?” – Magoebaskloof hike. Robert Els, Tiaan Ras,
Martyn de Jongh, Grant Kingon, Andrew Jones, Mr Smit, Robert
Focke, Stephan Dreyer, Philip Immelman, Ross Coetzee, Quintin
den Hartog.

4

3

5
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Lego Club
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In 2010 First
Lego League
was offered
for the first
time as an
academic
extramural
activity
at
PBHS.
The
initial
proposal
was tabled
Our robot, dubbed the BirdMobile, in action on
competition day at the provincial tournament on at a school
management
29 October 2010.
meeting
in October 2009. School management graciously
approved a generous budget for this purpose. This
enabled us to participate in the 2010 Provincial
tournament which was held on 30 October 2010 at
UNISA. The powers that be have bought into the
motto of First Lego – Sport for the Mind.
First Lego League is the biggest single science and
technology competition in the world for 9 to 16 year
olds. Its main aim is to expose youngsters to real
world problems and how technology can be applied
to solving these problems.
FLL espouse certain core values which must
be illustrated by everybody involved with the
competition, from contestants to officials and even
parents and friends who attend the competition as
spectators. Some of these core values are: Gracious
Professionalism, the children do the work and
treating everybody with respect. In a nutshell, it
boils down to the mindset that we compete against
problems, not people.
The annual challenge theme is released in early
September which leaves the teams only eight weeks
to accomplish a variety of tasks. The 2010 theme
was Body Forward: Engineering meets Medicine,
and dealt with topics such as automatic medication
dispensing, heart patches, pacemakers, nerve
mapping in the brain, stents to widen constricted
arteries and bad cell identification and destruction.
Each team has to identify a research topic in the area
of the challenge. This will lead them to identifying a
real life problem for which they have to furnish an
innovative solution. Their research has to be shared
with the community and has to be presented to the
judges on competition day.
We were fortunate enough to be one of the five
schools partially sponsored by UNISA as part of the
Community Engagement Project of the School for
Science, Engineering and Technology. As part of this

engagement
we
were
invited
to
attend
an
FLL Training
Workshop
organized
by UNISA,
held on 24
September
2010
at
UNISA’s
Prior to building the robot all the Lego pieces had
Muckleneuk
to be sorted out …
Campus. We
were
also
part of the CSET Lego League Launch held annually
at UNISA in the Miriam Makeba Concert Hall on the
22nd of October 2010.
The second part of the competition relates to the
building and programming of an autonomous robot
(using Lego components, the NXT brick and NXT-G
software) which has to perform certain set missions
each of which is worth a set number of points. A
maximum of 400 points can be scored on the playing
field in a robot competition round which lasts 2½
minutes. Three robot matches are played and the
highest scoring round is the one that will count for the
purposes of awarding trophies at the end of the day.
Our 2010 FLL team, known as the PBHS Aces,
consisted of Tyler Hoffman, Adrian Koessler, Joshua
Dehlen, Davishkar Moopanar and Daniel Botes.
The team did PBHS proud on competition day
and was subsequently awarded the Team-work
trophy. This award is presented annually to the team
whose members best demonstrate extraordinary
enthusiasm and spirit, exceptional partnership,
the utmost respect for their own team mates, and
support and encouragement of fellow teams. They
demonstrate confidence, energy, strong problemsolving skills and great group dynamics.
The team unfortunately did not make it through to
the National championships which were held on the
4th of December 2010 at Sci-Bono in Johannesburg as
only the top five teams in each province are invited
to the National championships every year.
The team attracted quite a bit of attention as the
season progressed and many boys wanted to know
what exactly FLL involved. Depending on the
availability of funding, we are planning to field two
FLL teams in 2011.
Karen Stenos
MIC
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PBHS Aces on stage at the UNISA CSET launch on 22 October 2010.

PBHS Aces:
L–R: Mrs K Stenos (Coach), Joshua Dehlen, Davishkar Moopanar, Tyler Hoffman, Daniel Botes, Adrian Koessler.
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Photographic Society
The year of the Soccer World Cup started with the
society doing a weekend course with professional
photographer, Villiers Steyn from Vision
Photography. We cut the costs by staying on campus
and using the GP room. Everybody learned about the
secrets of light and also got to know some girls from
Afrikaans Meisies Hoër that were also interested in
photography.
They were then invited to visit the Austin Roberts
Bird Sanctuary with us and this added some lustre
to the excursion. Some lovely bird shots were the
result of this outing.
This year was important in many ways which
will have a long term effect on the society. We were
contacted by Martin Short, an old boy that has his
own school of photography, Vega. He became a
mentor and teacher during the last two terms and
did much adjudication for us. He is invaluable
to the future of the society and intends investing
his time and expertise on the improvement of the
standard of work done by the boys. He opened our
yearly exhibition “Capturing Light” on October
8 and praised the standard of the work. We had
a Form I animator exhibiting for the first time –
Tristan Rivers– and Martin bought his work to
show his students! What an honour for a talented
boy with a definite future career at Disneyland! Our
Form 1s are proving to be great photographers who
are not afraid to experiment. The title photograph
for our exhibition was taken by another Form
I, Kyle Simpson. This year’s exhibition was the

most successful in terms of sales and we also
accommodated the recession by selling unframed
prints. These proved to be almost too popular with
18 prints ordered. Some of the photographs were
on display in the media centre afterwards – a new
attempt at showcasing these beautiful works of
art.
The 50 Year Reunion brought another important
photographer back to his old school. Mr. Ivor
Ginsberg, from Action Photo, intends to set up a
dark room at the school in 2011 to take these digital
junkies back to the basics of film and development of
their own photographs. This is an exciting prospect
and the photographers are looking forward to this
with much anticipation.
Colours were awarded to chairman Jordaan
Lourens for merit at the end of the 2nd term. Other
photographers that qualified for colours were Marco
Ferreira for winning a competition and publishing
in Getaway, and Des Fourie for publishing in SA
Mountain. Kyle Gaunt also published a complete
centre spread of World Cup photos in an international
publication for Nedbank.
With all the budding talent in the Form 1s and the
established talents of our senior photographers, I see
a bright and creative future for this society. Our new
chairman for 2011 is Johan van Wyk and Kyle Gaunt
will be vice-chairman.
Mathilda Hornsveld
MIC

Photographic Society

Front Row L–R: S Corlett, R Jordaan, J Lourens (Chairman), Miss M Hornsveld (Teacher-in-Charge), M Ferreira, J van Wyk, D Jacobs.
Back Row L–R: T Rivers, K Simpson, S Rencken, B Potgieter, V Primmer, D Fourie, R Carbonatto, E Zietsman, S Cohen, A DaConceicao.
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Ground Hornbill – Ricardo Carbonatt

Boarders' view – Andrew Freer

Infatuation – Rowan Jordaan

The Road of Discovery – Kyle Gaunt

Conversations – Kyle Gaunt
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SCA
Students’ Christian Association
What does one say at the end of an era of 24
years as MIC of a society like the SCA? I have so
many memories of meetings, camps, coffee bars, big
celebrations with other schools, and mostly, deep
conversations with boys about their walk with God.
I can only be grateful for the opportunity of serving
the SCA at Boys High for so long.
I still believe that the most important thing in
life apart from knowing God, is having fulfilling
relationships with those around you. I had the
privilege of building friendships with so many
boys throughout the years. And according to the
feedback I get, most of them are still following in the
footsteps of Jesus. What a wonderful testimony of
God’s keeping grace!
I want to thank the school for supporting the SCA
throughout all these years. I believe that building
into the spiritual lives of boys is just as important, if
not more, than improving their academic or sporting
abilities. In our School Prayer we pray “O Lord God,
whom to know is eternal life …” and this has been
my desire all these years: to lead young men to the
place where they could start their journey with God
in order to experience eternal life.
I thank the headmasters under whom I have
worked, all the parents who have supported us, and
especially the “Mothers who Care” prayer group who
helped to sustain the Christian witness at Boys High.

God has also provided for the future in sending
Mr John Webber to the school. He is a hard-working
young man with his heart in the right place. He
loves the Lord and the boys and I am certain that
he and his team who committed themselves to help,
will lead the SCA to great heights. In 2010 he has
already started to lead the boys and his dedication
is exemplary.
The official SCA slogan is “Jesus is King”. May
He rule at Boys High and may His Kingdom of
justice, peace and joy, be here at our school, as it is
in heaven.
***
During 2010 the SCA met as usual on Tuesdays
and Thursdays in the SCA Den where relevant
discussions as well as praise and worship meetings
were held. The Boarder SCA, on Thursday evenings,
was regularly attended by a faithful group of boys
and was ably led by Mr John Webber. A very
successful Four Schools’ Celebration was held in the
Abernethy Hall in the fourth term and was attended
by about 400 learners from all four neighbouring
schools. We thank the Lord for a great year and are
looking forward to even greater things in the new
year.
André Steyn
MIC

Students' Christian Association

Front Row L–R: S Guldenpfennig, R Kingon, O Ogungbanjo, R Swanepoel, M Graham, B Harle, G Moroeng.
Second Row L–R: F Dilapisho, B Maier, D Goosen, J Baker, R Barlow, M Joubert, J Olusegun.
Front Row L–R: J Tlokotsi, N Lebakeng, G Jones, D Jacobs, G MacFarlane, R van Tonder, J Idowu.
Back Row L–R: A Steyn (Teacher-in-Charge), D Shanmugam, J Leppan.
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Society for National and International Affairs
It is difficult being teacher-in-charge of a society
like SNIA. The boys you work with look forward
to hearing from speakers with many and varied
points of view. The boys themselves have many
and varied points of view. They keep one on one’s
toes. Where will the next speaker come from?
And yet those speakers keep making themselves
available, and the boys are given the forums at
which they can ask questions and argue niceties
to their hearts content. The teacher-in-charge
remains grateful to all, particularly to Ms van Zyl,
who initiate contacts with these men and women
who so generously give of their time on Friday
afternoons.
An Old Boy Head Prefect, Douglas Saxby,
introduced us to our first speaker of the year. Mr
Sudeshan Reddy is the National Information Officer
of the United Nations Information Centre. He
spoke of the Millennium Development Goals. At
the UN Millennium Summit leaders from rich and
poor countries (including South Africa) committed
themselves to a set of eight targets to end extreme
poverty by 2015. The Millennium Goals are:
1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
2. Achieve universal primary education
3. Promote gender equality and empower women
4. Reduce child mortality
5. Improve maternal health

6. Combat HIV/AIOS, malaria and other diseases
7. Ensure environmental sustainability
8. Develop a global partnership for development
Two weeks later the SNIA was given permission
to go on a trip to Constitution Hill. I do not think
anyone can visit Constitution Hill and not leave
feeling a little different and not a little over-awed.
It is the new home of the Constitutional Court, the
protector of our basic rights and freedoms. It is also
the site of Johannesburg’s notorious Old Fort Prison
Complex. With the move of the Court to the prison
site what was once a place of brutality and injustice
has become a place of solidarity and democracy for
South Africa.
Now was time for SNIA to begin planning an
event we had hoped to have in 2009, but which
we had not managed to get off the ground – the
“Unlock your World” workshop. The structure of
the seminar is that other schools are invited to join
us in debate of subjects we feel are relevant to young
people today. Subjects are discussed in groups,
and after discussion a report-back is given by each
group. The then Headmaster Mr Illsley opened the
seminar, and set the dignified tone of the day. It was
very exciting to meet the Guest Speaker, Mr Greg
Muludzwi. He is an Old Boy, and when at School
he was Chairman of the SNIA, and architect of the
first “Unlock your World”. He is an impassioned

SNIA

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

SNIA

Front Row L–R: N Lebakeng, G Moroeng, S Masters (Vice chairman), T Matsaung (Chairman), C Petros, N Ali, D Pillay.
Second Row L–R: G Sabeta, J Oguttu, J Jennings, M Sebokolodi, A Pundit, C Singh, A Mohungoo, D Brink, Ms G Wroth (Teacher-in-Charge).
Back Row L–R: J Naidoo, L Sekgobela, D Shanmugam, M Calitz, B Mkwanazi, C Naidoo, K Maake, K Matlolane.
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speaker, and soon had everyone feeling proud to be
young and South African.
We were joined for the day by Afrikaans Meisies
Hoër, Afrikaans Seuns Hoër and the Tshwane
Muslim School. Topics under discussion were:
The African Revolution: The United States of
Africa?
Economic Lead-up to 2010: And thereafter?
Decriminalization of Marijuana
Teenage Pregnancy versus Abortion
Rights and Responsibilities of the Future Leaders:
The Teenagers of Today
The day was the success for which we had hoped.
By lunchtime we couldn’t stop the chat!
Julius Malema provided the inspiration for our
choice of our next speaker. The lines “Kill the farmer,
kill the Boer” sparked many emotions in many
breasts. Mrs Illsley, with her expert legal knowledge
agreed to address our society on “Hate Speech”.
She reminded us that what might be interpreted
as hate speech in one culture is not necessarily
what is implied by the person speaking. Her calm,
logical argument deﬂated many of our ever ready
arguments!
We are beginning to think of Mr Norman
Taku from the Centre for Human Rights at the
University of Pretoria as a special friend of Boys
High. Unfortunately, because of the odd structure
to the year we were only ask him to visit us once.
Well, twice. He feels that Human Rights issues
are so enormous we cannot do them justice in an
hour and a half! This term his topic was “Gender
Tolerance”.
Mr Franken introduced our next speaker to the
SNIA, and boys doing Form V Geography joined us
for our meeting. Dr Peter Schmitz currently holds a
PhD degree in Geography and a BSc (Hons) degree
in Geoinformatics. His address encompassed using
maps as a forensic tool. In particular he spoke to us
about the use of Geographical Information Systems
in the Taliep Pietersen murder trial. We were all
fascinated as he explained how tracking Nadya
Pietersen’s use of her cell phone in her own home
led to knowledge that could convict her. And we
think we are safe.
Ms van Zyl invited Dr Booyens to address the
society, and what a moving address that was. This
petite blonde mom pulled no punches. She works with
prisoners, had been asked to speak about life after
crime, and that is just what she did. Her description of
life in jail was blood-curdling! Do you know supper is
7 slices of bread (with no spread), and you are given

this with your lunch. If you eat it early, you go to
bed hungry. She spoke of overcrowding, of resultant
blocked toilets and overﬂowing sewage pipes, of rape
and of prison gangs. It was a very subdued group of
young men who went home that day.
The founder of the SNIA and erstwhile History
teacher at Boys High, Mrs van Etten, gave me
the name of Prof Yolanda Spies. This lady was a
diplomat herself, then trained diplomats, and is
now an academic in the School of Political Studies
at the University of Pretoria. She spoke to us of
life as a diplomat. I think what struck us all was
the point she made about the respect that one
must show to the country in which one is living.
One need not make customs one’s own, but one
respects them.
Advocate Pierre du Plooy was to speak to the
SNIA on “South Africa then and now (pre- and
post-1994): Reason for party or suicide?” At least
that was what Ms van Zyl told me. We didn’t
know quite what to expect. And then we met a
man with red socks who endeared himself to us
immediately. He sat back and put his feet up on
the Headmaster’s table in the staffroom. A boys’
kind of man! And he was so POSITIVE about our
country. Yes, bad things happen, but there is so
much that is good.
Mrs Singh introduced me to the speaker at our last
meeting of the year. Attorney Rhett Gardener works
with the Special Investigating Unit, a forensic body
that helps fight corruption in South Africa. He too is
an entertaining speaker, but also most informative.
It was good to again hear what is positive in our
country. We all know about the corruption, but
now we also know that there are people who are
passionate about fighting it.
Chairman Thato Matsaung, Vice Chairman
Sibu Masters and Secretary Chuma Petros must be
congratulated on a successful year in office. It is the
passion of Thato and Sibu that carried the SNIA
through a rocky time prior to 2009, and for this they
were awarded Full Colours for Service. Chuma,
along with Nassir Ali, Jason Jennings and Max
Calitz were awarded Half Colours for their loyalty.
Congratulations to them.
Thank you to all members of staff who have
expressed interest in the SNIA this year, who have
introduced us to speakers and who have attended
meetings. Thank you especially to Ms van Zyl and
Mr Noonan.
Ms G Wroth (Teacher-in-charge)
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